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Satan
Satan is what we shape as our thought system from living self as the body and making society as reality. It’s lower 
earthly energy, building our thought system with darker energy. We live making self into our being and believe we 
must achieve to be worthy. In this pursuit, we make satan happy. Our ideas are making a veil for our thoughts to 
live out of, and the veil is illusory. It's making our self chatter live in worry, fear, anxiety, shame, guilt, resentment, 
and jealousy.  Satan places our eyes in pain energy.

We’ve been accumulating lower energy since childhood. It’s become a normal level in human consciousness and is We’ve been accumulating lower energy since childhood. It’s become a normal level in human consciousness and is 
lower mind. It's matters idea in our light building darker earthly energy as our ideas. 

Ego
Ego is the rabid dog chasing after any idea that can fit its idea of self and life. Ego doesn’t care if we are wrong. It’s 
constantly searching every little speck of life to make itself feel good. The ego is the procurer of our believing we 
are good, intelligent, informed, worthy, successful, and look good. The ego wants us happy no matter what and will 
live in attack and defend to feel good. The ego lives for its ideas to be right. It’s the builder making self be some-
thing. We see ourselves doing better than others.

The Little Person
The little person is the idea of self at matters level. We live to be something for society instead of unraveling every-
thing we are for knowing our divine light.

The Devil
The devil isn’t someone. It’s the dark in human consciousness from not knowing Love. It is shaped by satan, ego, 
and the little person all claiming our thoughts. When we don’t think with Love, we are evil, jealous, cruel, selfish, 
greedy, angry, and in denial of life. The devil in human consciousness is the maker of fear and harms life. We see in 
darker energy. The darker veil makes our eyes and ears live in lower mind.


